
MARX AND WEBER THEORIES

Comparing Marx and Weber. Assignment: Each of you should write a couple of pages, identifying important
comparisons between the two theorists.

Marx, Manuscrits de , pp. Gerth and Mills, p. Status honour is linked to social evaluations, whereas class is
related to the economic or market situation. Weber's pessimism leads him to fear the end of all values and
ideals, and the advent, under the aegis of modern capitalism, of a "mechanized ossification, embellished with a
sort of rigidly compelled sense of self-importance. The formation of the ethical qualities of men of the "new
type" the author of the "Protestant ethic" relates to the ideas of Martin Luther and his reform activities, in
particular, the reinterpretation of the secular activities and interpretation of a professional vocation and
equality of all occupations before God. Parties Parties are organizations, rather than communities or groups,
and they involve striving for a goal in a planned manner. For Weber, what one has to explain is the origin of
this irrationalism, this "reversal of natural conditions," and the explanation he proposes refers to the decisive
influence of certain religious representations: the Protestant ethic. Within this system of stratification, the
working class does not fit, although the working class has been and continues to be an important social class in
capitalism. Those who have higher levels of education, qualifications and credentials may be similarly well
situated. For example, the working class is a social class for Weber, since this is a grouping of people who
each have the same relationship to labour markets, and their connection to this market determines their life
chances. Characteristics of this type that affect life chances may be more meaningful to people than is
relationship to markets class situation , so that social status is the basis on which groups are formed.
Ownership Classes. Weber notes how the power of those with property, compared to those without property,
gives the former great advantages over the latter. Markets concern gains and losses through exchange and do
not have honour associated with them. The workers would unite and rise up in a global revolution. See M. In
order for such social action to take place, there have to be proper cultural and intellectual conditions, and the
nature of the contradictory market situation would have to be relatively transparent to all. There are many
different types of marketable skills, both in terms of specific type, and the value of this type. These are
individuals who have no or very little tangible, marketable property but have certain skills or abilities which
can be offered on the market, and which are likely to receive a return over and above that received by those
who have only labour power to offer on the market. Those who are able to exercise a monopoly over their
skills by keeping others from acquiring these skills monopoly or some closure to the group are able to be well
situated. Neither Weber nor Marx conceives social changes as involving an ongoing process of reflection and
self - change. The existence of these values does not mean that Marx holds a Kantian perspective, opposing a
transcendental ideal to the existing reality: his critique is immanent, in so far as it is developed in the name of
a real social force opposed to capitalism â€” the working class â€” and in the name of the contradiction
between the potentialities created by the rise of productive forces and the limitations imposed by the bourgeois
productive relations. In each case of production exploitation leads to class conflict and the eventual
replacement of each mode of production. Status groups are usually associated with some restrictions on social
intercourse or interaction. Both refer to religion to try to understand this irrationality. Marx sees communism
as ending the alienation of the individual from community, he has a view that the proletariat will one day
overthrow the bourgeoisie. This, in his opinion, can identify the general direction of the impact that religious
movement has had on the development of the material culture. In feudal society, Lords exploited serfs who
were tied to the land; and in capitalist society, the bourgeoisie exploit the labour power of the proletariat who
are forced to work for the bourgeoisie in order to survive. But, at the same time, it is also a force of social
regression, in so far as it "makes of each economic progress a public calamity. The structure of the party is
also rational in that these actions are not a byproduct of social interaction, but are carefully considered and
selected. See also p. Furthermore, what concrete aspects of our capitalistic culture can be traced to them?
According to Weber, here it is possible can observe a certain causal relationship, connected to a certain
psychology, which was cultivated by the education. It can also be considered to be a difference between
consumption standards and levels of living associated with particular status as opposed to production position
within this is the basis for class. And only after it will be well established, it is possible to, according to
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Weber, try to determine to what extent the content of modern culture should be kept to religious grounds and
to what extent to the motives of another kind. This may be more subjective social esteem than objective
common market situation. The positively privileged portions of this class have great wealth. Marx, Manuscrits
de Paris: Ed. In contrast, for Weber, social groups and classes are in the sphere of power and are connected to
the distribution of power. He believed that the growth of bureaucracy was a result of the development of new
forms of power in industrial society with some individuals exercising more power than others within society
and getting others to comply with their wishes whether they agreed with them or not. Sociales , p.


